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The swifts are here from Africa!

June 2022
Natural Capital Map of Chalford
shows what more can be done to
connect up nature
Funding was recently secured from the Build Back
Better Fund for a Natural Capital Map of
Chalford Parish. A 52 page document outlines the
many ecosystem services that are provided by the
habitats and soils in the Parish.

Edward Meyer, a leading expert of swifts, is giving
a talk on swifts and biodiversity on Saturday July
2nd at Stroud Brewery, 2pm. FREE. Organised by
Stroud Valleys Project and Stroud Swift group.
Further details on SVP website: https://www.
stroudvalleysproject.org/events

Bussage School Solar Panels
A few months ago, Bussage Primary School received
diocesan approved funding (but only if the school
can raise 10% of the money) to install solar panels
on their school roof. Installation is planned for this
summer holiday. As well as increasing eco-awareness
and reducing the school’s carbon footprint, the
children will learn about how new technology can
work towards saving our planet.
To help with fundraising, one
pupil recently climbed Scafell
Pike in the Lake District National
Park in Cumbria, at 978 metres
it is the highest mountain in
England! If you would like
to sponsor her visit: www.
justgiving.com/crowdfunding/
scafell4solar.

Essentially this means tracking all the many beneﬁts
which the natural environment gives us. Many
‘services’ are mapped, such as pollination opportunity,
prevention of soil erosion, ﬂood alleviation, carbon
storage and sequestration, all culminating in a “Heat
Map” of ecosystem services ﬂows.
A very interesting one is the map of ecological
networks, showing where more can be done to
connect up habitats in the Parish. Something we can all
be engaged in.
Also reported was the use of social media with regard
to recreation in the Parish – apparently there were
24,500 number of ‘visits’ per year! This highlights the
importance of our lovely surroundings for health and
well-being – another ecosystem service!

© Natural Capital Research (NCR) Ltd. Reproduced from
a natural capital baseline report for the Chalford Parish
using the NatCap Map tool - https://natcapmap.com/

ChalCAN is now on Instagram! Follow us at @chalford.can

Too Many Precious Metals are Going to Waste? How Can We Help?
How many of us have old mobiles at home we are
reluctant to throw out and don’t really know what
to do with?

There are a number of companies selling guaranteed
refurbished phones or you can donate to charity. A
quick Google search provides a choice.

According to a recent report from the Royal Society
of Chemistry (RSC) the world is generating tons
of e-waste every year (57 million tons in 2021)!
The precious elements required to make mobiles
and other devices are being thrown away when
they could be recycled. According to the RSC only
20% of ewaste is recycled. Some of the necessary
metals are forecast to run out in the not too distant
future and to keep up with the growing demand for
technology we need to be mining our waste and
recycling our phones.
Locally, old devices can be taken to the tip and
placed in the electronics section and some mobile
phone shops oﬀer a repair service and will recycle
your phone when you purchase a new one.

One Person’s Rubbish is Another Person’s Treasure
I went to the tip this week with a load of excess
greenery and scrap metal. It was a depressing
visit. In the next bay a family was unloading a
large trailer with what looked like the contents of
a house – furniture, toys, a box of puzzles, kitchen
utensils… An awful lot of it went straight into ‘nonrecyclables’ . A couple on the other side pitched
in two hardwood folding patio chairs. Don’t they
know that one person’s rubbish is another person’s
treasure?
What Could Be Done Instead?
If time is short then leave your ‘rubbish’ on a table
at the front of your house with a ‘Please Help
Yourself’ sign! This is common in America. Other
countries have a regular day when this happens.
Alternatively if you can sort it a little then charities
will take it – and they will have access to expertise
that will spot anything particularly valuable. If
you just have a few items, photograph them and
post them on social media (Freecycle, Facebook,
Nextdoor etc.). It’s amazing what people ﬁnd
useful: that oﬀcut of ﬂooring that is just the right
size for a renovated porch; the cement blocks that
can combine with others to make a viable number
to build a barbecue. If you have something of more
value you can post it on a platform like eBay or
Gumtree – but make sure you read up how to do

it, and post lots of photos. Even if it doesn’t raise
a good price you can be fairly sure it’s gone to
someone that will value it. Finally you could still go
to the tip – but persuade the council to do more to
rescue and reuse items that are discarded.
Other counties have facilities to collect useable
items and sell them on site, reducing the costs of
landﬁll and possibly raising some cash for the tip at
the same time.

Stroud’s Yard Trail is the giant
annual yard sale (est. 2017) taking
place on 29 August. The event
has a great community spirit
and provides an opportunity for
people to de-clutter and sell/
donate their eclectic mix of
unwanted stuﬀ to someone who
wants it.

Go to chalcan.org.uk or follow us on Facebook

for lots of useful ideas

Yosemite and Chalford - The
Same Climate Challenges?

Eat Better for the Planet, Your
Health and Your Budget

I have a son in America so occasionally I blow all my
climate change eﬀorts out of the water by visiting
him - I have to see my son! We went to spectacular
Yosemite where the redwoods, oaks and pines were
in a poor state, due to disease, drought and possibly
less wise management than when the indigenous
communities spaced the trees and had controlled
ﬁres that made seeds germinate and new young
trees emerge.

What we eat has a signiﬁcant climate impact. The
UN’s Food and Agricultural Organisation found that
about 14% of all greenhouse gas emissions come
from meat and dairy production. Changing the way
you eat is easier than you think and will signiﬁcantly
reduce your carbon footprint. The number of people
moving to vegetarian and vegan diets has increased
sharply in the last few years but you don’t have
to give up meat and dairy completely to make a
diﬀerence. Reducing the amount of meat and dairy
and choosing less intensively farmed options where
you can will make your diet more climate friendly,
better for your health and can save you money.

I thought of Chalford and Frith Wood while I was
there. Instead of feeling that what we do locally
doesn’t matter in the face of such challenges, it
made me all the more passionate to contribute to a
sustainable future for Frith Wood. And we need to do
the same things as in Yosemite: climate change means
trees will be stressed and we need to make sure
trees of all ages have space in the wood for future
generations. Not sure we need so much ﬁre though!
We will soon be sharing a new management plan
for the wood and are planning a
celebration weekend 17th 18th
September. This will of course be
about climate change, as well as
community, copses and coppicing.
More soon - and do contact us to be
involved in protecting the wood.
Sophie Carabine 07973 529603
FB friendsoﬀrithwood

The next couple of ChalCAN monthly walks will
be Saturday 18th June and 16th July. Starting
at 10am from Chalford Sports and Social Club,
with a chance to chat over coﬀee and cakes
afterwards. The route will be planned nearer
the time to take account of weather conditions
– check our Facebook page for details.

• Find out more about the climate impact of
your diet with the BBC Climate Change Food
Calculator to help you make diﬀerent choices
• Go meat free for one or more days a week
Meat free Mondays
• Swap some or all of the meat in traditional
recipes for alternatives such as pulses, tofu,
Quorn, or soya
• Eat more fresh, local, seasonal vegetables Soil
Assocation seasonal eating. Better for your
health and reduces the carbon emissions from
transport.
• Look for high welfare meat such as organic,
free range, RSPCA Assured. This will be more
expensive but you can make it go further by
including pulses and vegetables in your recipes.
• Reduce the amount of dairy in your diet, there
are lots of alternatives such as oat milk readily
available.
If you have ideas and recipes why not share
them on our FB page or send them to us to
put on our website.

If you would like to get involved with ChalCAN or be put in touch with one of the
action groups (Biodiversity, Food & Waste, Energy or Transport) please contact
Penny at info@chalcan.org.uk
Do browse our website chalcan.org.uk, follow us on Facebook and/or
Instagram @chalford.can

PLEASE PASS THIS ON TO FRIENDS, NEIGHBOURS
AND FAMILY

